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a man who has -- tends to write things in a rather strong way and tends to

critisize very harshly things that he may differ with, and this man wrote me

and said. Dr. MacRae. I have seen a publication that has a lot of things said

about you which I think are '%$ft partly perhaps half-truths and partly un

truths and some very mean things said about you. He said. Would you like to

tell me just how you came to leave Faith Seminary? What was the reason for it?

And I figured here's a man who publishes a lot of material a very strong -

I think most of the stands he takes are good stands I know he has been unjustly

attacked and wrongly attacked in the past. But I think he's reacted to it in

a way he shouldn't. I wrote him back and I said. I am anxious to go foreward

constructively to serve the Lord. And I said if someone is doing things in

which to a great extent or to many of the things he's doing I can say, I think

they are good. I don't want to say anything that is going to attack him or

to injure him. Let's go foreward and serve the Lord and know that the Lord can

vindicate us as far as our honor is concerned. Let's give our interests to making

Him known and to advancing His t)// truth and showing forth His love and His

goodness in our lives.

F. he Quails. The answer: God answered the peoples complaint. He provided

theN meat. 11c gave them a superfluity of it as we notice

1. The nature of the miracle. We mentioned that briefly last time. There

are great migrations of quails that occur in that part of the Mediterranean every

year. Back and forth once a year between Europe and Africa. These naturally

vary from year to year as all such things in life so. Sometimes they will be

far more abundant than others. The Lord used something he already had there. He

did not produce something entirely new. But he caused that that year there should

be a great many f these quails and H// even today occasionally, a shift in the
there

wind of some cause will make the quails drop on an island/in the Mediterranean.

He caused them to shift a bit further East than normal than they usually do
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